Ultrastructural characterization of the meiotic prophase. A tool in the assessment of radiation damage in man.
The three-dimensional reconstruction of meiotic nuclei from serial sections micrographed in the electron microscope has provided information about man and several other organisms that is not obtainable by light microscopy or biochemical analysis. At zygotene, the previously unpaired chromosomes align and form synaptonemal complexes between homologous chromosome segments either by progressive initiation from the telomeres or by interstitial recognition. Chromosome and bivalent interlocking at zygotene is a regular phenomenon and occurs at a frequency of 0.7-4.0 per nucleus in samples of meiocytes analyzed from different organisms. This frequency is reduced to 0.1 per nucleus at pachytene. The interlockings are resolved by breakage and precise rejoining of the broken ends. This breakage and rejoining can also occur in the absence of the DNA nicking and repair involved in crossing-over. The synaptonemal complexes combining homologous chromosome segments are stabilized by recombination nodules, after which a second round of synaptonemal complex formation between as yet unpaired or unstably paired chromosome segments occurs, apparently for optimization of bivalent formation. Non-homologous pairing with the synaptonemal complex can take place in this phase of pachytene. Continuity between recombination nodules and chromatin chiasmata has been traced at the ultrastructural level but not all nodules lead to chiasmata. The distributions of recombination nodules among the bivalents and along the bivalents at successive stages of meiotic prophase show that the nodules are placed at random at early-zygotene after which bivalents without nodules have preference for the acquisition of these structures. Chiasma interference appears as a consequence of the limited number of recombination nodules available together with a decreased affinity of a bivalent arm with a nodule for additional ones. The relevance of these observations in the study of genetic damage by radiation is discussed.